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Many open questions about dense gas and star formation 

How can we estimate the dense gas mass?   HCN(1-0) best? 
     Does this work for all galaxies/clouds?  

How can we estimate the star formation rate (Msun/yr) ?  Hα, FIR 
     Depends critically on IMF ==> how constant is IMF?    ???? 

Do clouds naturally create a constant mass fraction of  dense cores? 
Do dense cores naturally create stars with the same efficiency? 
     Are the answers redshift and/or metallicity dependent? 

==>observe HCN/HCO+ in local analogues 
  

Mol cloud mass traced by CO and/or dust emission (problem at very 
low metallicity).  Core mass more difficult: short free-fall time, 
depletion onto grains, broad range in densities, rich chemistry. 

Telescopes now equipped with broadband receivers and backends 
     ==> observe many molecules simultaneously 



Two positions near the center of  M51 by Watanabe +2014. 
Note presence of  N2H+, HNCO, C18O 

HCN/HCO+ > 1
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Brouillet et al (2005) 
on M31

possible radial variation of  
HCO+/HCN,  

due to metallicity gradient?
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CO emission in IC10 
(Leroy et al 2006
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Region B11 in IC10

HCO+/HCN ≳ 2.5





Next step: Observations of outer galaxy clouds, near-solar 
metallicity with low radiation field. 
Delingha: 14meter millimeter-wave radiotelescope in western China 
at 3200m.  Clouds to be observed in HCN and HCO+ taken from a 
broad 12CO and 13CO survey of outer galaxy.  13CO peaks chosen.

Work in progress 
with Yu Gao,  
Yan Sun, Hao  
Chen, Min Fang, 
and Y. Shimajiri & 
Ph. André



DLH Outer Galaxy observations

WISE 22 μm images



Mapping with DLH

Summing spectra enables measure of HCN 
hyperfine structure ==> optical depth 

==> HCN column    NHCN ≲ 3 x 1012cm-2 

==> HCN really traces dense gas  
==> dense gas fraction ~constant 
SHCN ~ 0.5 SHCO+ consistent with  density 
n(H2) ~ 3 x 105 cm-3.  Not consistent with 
same origin for CO and 13CO emitting gas. 

CO/HCN intensity ratio ~ 75, 13CO/HCN ~10 
HCO+ alose traces dense gas 
Metallicity of very distant clouds poorly known. 
From Luck+2011 gradient, factor 2.5 in Z between 
cloud 21 and clouds 56 & 57 but no sign of this.



Some conclusions: 

HCN becomes weaker with respect to HCO+ and 13CO as 
metallicity decreases ==> problem at high redshift? 
Nitrogen abundance N/O ~ O/H but C/O ~ constant. 
HCN/HCO+ ~ Z/Z⊙       (approximately) 

HCN/CO ~ SFR but probably also varies with galactic radius. 

In outer Galaxy clouds, unlike denser regions generally observed, 
the narrow lines enable an estimation of  the optical depth: HCN is 
optically thin.  HCN is weak (half  HCO+ and ~1.5% of  CO). 
HCO+ appears to trace the same gas and is easier to detect  
    ==> good dense gas tracer 

To use HCN to trace dense gas mass, need to take Z into account. 
Very preliminary, observations of  higher transitions required.


